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Abstract—According to the European General Data Protection
Regulation and the principle of Privacy-by-design developers
should embed methods of privacy protection into their projects at
an early stage. However, studies show that developers are either
lacking the tools or the training to apply the appropriate methods.
Hence, to ensure the development of privacy-preserving software
it is important to understand developers’ issues with methods
of privacy-preserving computation. To this end, we have sent
a questionnaire to 407 participants with diverse backgrounds
to investigate their perceptions of privacy in general and of
the methods k-anonymity, differential privacy, homomorphic
encryption, and secure multi-party computation in particular. We
compared the results to developers’ issues on Stack Overflow. We
observe that raising the awareness about these methods increases
developers’ willingness to use them in the future. We also validate
previously known privacy-related issues developers face. Includ-
ing privacy-preserving methods in programming education and,
thereby, raising developers’ awareness could therefore enhance
the privacy protection of software products.

Index Terms—Privacy-by-design, k-anonymity, developers, dif-
ferential privacy, homomorphic encryption, secure multi-party
computation

I. INTRODUCTION

Privacy laws and regulations, such as the European General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), require developers to
follow Privacy-by-Design (PbD) guidelines [13] that improve
the privacy guarantees of IT systems [18]. Developers can
apply Privacy-preserving Computation (PPC) methods, such
as k-anonymity, Differential Privacy (DP), Homomorphic En-
cryption (HE), and Secure Multi-party Computation (SMPC),
to reach this goal. Theoretical research on these methods
is plentiful; however, their application in practice remains
limited [1], [3]. Research on their usability and understanding
often focuses on the end-user [14], [22], [51]. However, it
is equally important to understand problems regarding com-
prehension and utility encountered by developers, whose first
priority is usually not to ensure user privacy [39]. Most de-
velopers do not feel responsible for privacy, have not received
any formal privacy-related training, and are often only willing
to deal with PbD when it is explicitly demanded [21]. Privacy
is therefore often seen as an obstacle to overcome [38].
Moreover, privacy can be seen as a preventive concept, the

benefits of which are not immediately apparent [33]. To protect
privacy, developers often adopt a methodology based on a
variety of factors that include organizational mandate, compat-
ibility with existing work practices, and their personal attitudes
towards the methodology itself [31]. Moreover, motivation and
knowledge are also key factors regarding developers’ usage of
certain mechanisms [1]. This can also be applied in privacy
engineering.

We therefore investigate whether raising awareness and
knowledge about privacy-preserving methods for developers
with no or very little previous experience raises their willing-
ness to use these methods. Another factor influencing devel-
opers’ attitude towards privacy and security is the size of the
company they work in [8]. The smaller the company, the less
likely developers are to engage in privacy-preserving behavior.
We hence evaluate whether different factors correlate with
other aspects of privacy-engineering. These factors include
company size, privacy attitudes, requiring proof of privacy
education, or providing opportunities for privacy training. In
summary, we investigate the following research questions:

• RQ1: What are developers’ previous experiences with
anonymization, encryption, and data perturbation?

• RQ2: Which factors impact developers’ privacy attitudes
and education?

• RQ3: What issues do developers perceive regarding the
implementation of PPC methods?

• RQ4: Does raising the inexperienced developers’ aware-
ness of certain PPC methods influence the willingness to
use them in future?

To investigate our research questions we have designed an
online questionnaire after having investigated the interest in
PPC methods on Stack Overflow (SO). We have chosen three
PPC methods (DP, HE, and SMPC) based on a study [3]
in which experts were asked about to these techniques. We
have included k-anonymity because anonymization is the
primary technique used by developers when they are aiming at
protecting user privacy [25], [36]. Our detailed contributions
are as follows:

• We provide insights about developers’ experience with
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anonymization, encryption, and data perturbation based
on an online questionnaire with 407 participants.

• We evaluate developers’ potential future usage of PPC
methods.

• We observe that previous experience and raised awareness
contribute positively in the developers’ willingness to
apply PPC methods in future software projects.

• We identify gaps in PPC knowledge as well as the factors
lack of perceived usability and lack of perceived need as
primary obstacles in adoption of PPC methods.

• We identify future research directions and provide guide-
lines on how to support developers in the development
of privacy-preserving software as well as future research
directions based on our findings.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We dis-
cuss related work in Sec. II. We then lay out our methodology
in Sec. III, before presenting our results in Sec. IV. We discuss
our findings in Sec. V and conclusions in Sec. VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Developers consider privacy-related issues primarily if there
are new policies or regulations [25]. Furthermore, many devel-
opers lack the necessary privacy-related skills [29] and often
do not see privacy as their responsibility [17], [38], [39]. Also,
privacy policies are often written on a high level to be as
general as possible and therefore lack concrete instructions for
developers to follow [2]. This creates problems, as developers
often find it difficult to implement abstract privacy guidelines
into concrete projects [34]. Moreover, developers are often
unaware that these privacy guidelines even exist and, thus, do
not seek any advice on how to comply [7].

The organizational privacy climate is an important factor
and developers reject privacy architectures that contradict
established frameworks [6], [35]. Similarly, usability and es-
tablished programming environments are important parameters
for a positive programmer experience [27]. Furthermore, de-
velopers trust more experienced colleagues when it comes to
adopting certain methodologies [50].

However, following PbD guidelines is not merely an issue of
engineering or usability, but a holistic problem that needs to be
engaged from various disciplines and viewpoints [48]. Privacy
patterns [15], i.e., the reuse of standardized and established
privacy-preserving practices, are the most researched privacy
design strategy [12]. However, the value of those patterns
has not been thoroughly evaluated. Other research highlights
the potential of design workbooks to improve developers’
awareness of privacy-related issues and PbD [49]. Developers
who work in larger companies tend to care more about
implementing privacy and security measures. Also, security
tools are used more often than privacy tools [8]. In line
with earlier research on organizational challenges [20], [47],
another study found obstacles, such as lack of a formal process
within an organization, that complicates the development of
secure software [5]. Moreover, a study measuring developers’
privacy attitudes and perceptions revealed mismatches between

these perceptions and their actual behavior as well as the
importance of data monetization [26].

A recent study shows that developers go to SO to ask about
privacy policies, access control, etc. The authors suggest that a
more user-friendly workflow is necessary to guide developers
to privacy-friendly software engineering [44].

Another study on developers’ privacy perceptions on Reddit
found that developers ask for advice about data protection
regulations, e.g., the notion of consent under the GDPR [28].
These studies hence focus on a more general understanding
of developers’ privacy and security attitudes. We, however,
investigate issues with privacy-preserving methods and how
the concrete PPC methods are or could be used by developers
and what are potential obstacles.

Findings of a study with nine industry experts on the PPC
methods DP, HE, and SMPC suggest that these methods need
to be made more understandable and, thus, more usable for
developers [3]. The participants were, however, not developers.
We bridge this gap by asking developers directly about their
perception of privacy-preserving programming methods, as
well as their awareness and expectations thereof.

To the best of our knowledge, so far no study has been
conducted to evaluate awareness and usability of methods for
privacy-preserving software development with developers.

III. METHODOLOGY

We have conducted a mixed design study (quantitative and
qualitative data). To this end, we have first analyzed existing
postings in SO to identify issues and prominence of the PPC
methods k-anonymity, DP, HE, and SMPC. Since we focus
on developers’ problems, we did not include any SO-subsites
in our analysis. Our SO analysis was conducted in December
2022. Due to the limited number of PPC posts, we searched
for them directly on SO using the built-in search function, thus
searching not only in title but also in the body of the posts. Our
search queries were: [ppc method] is:question for questions
and [ppc method] is:answer for answers; [ppc method] stands
for the four PPC-methods investigated in this study. Note, that
we used different spellings and versions of the techniques,
such as "differentially private", "multi-party", etc.

In a next step, we have conducted an online questionnaire-
based study targeted at developers. The questionnaire has
been approved by our data protection officer and has been
conducted according to ethical standards. The questionnaire
can be found online (https://owncloud.gwdg.de/index.php/s/
OLVlrNqlfdqlcUM). It is divided into four parts. The first
part is dedicated to the participant’s current projects, which
privacy techniques are in use (if any), and which PPC methods
are known. The second part deals with their experience in
anonymization, data perturbation, and encryption. The third
part focuses on developers with little or no PPC experience,
applicability, and understandability. The final part addresses
their privacy education, privacy training and attitudes, and
demographics. Questions are based on previous studies re-
garding developers’ security and privacy attitudes [5], [6],
[26], [30], [39], privacy engineering methodologies [35], and
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Questions Answers Σ
k-anonymity 4 8 12
DP 35 17 52
HE 62 70 132
SMPC 7 4 11

TABLE I: Questions, answers, and total amount of posts of
the respective PPC method on SO

debugging practices [30]. We have mitigated threats to internal
validity by pilot-testing the questionnaire (n = 3). The pilot
study resulted in refined explanations of the PPC methods and
led to improved wording of our questions. Following other
studies [5], [26], [40]–[43], [46], threats to external validity
were addressed by choosing Prolific to recruit developers for
our study. The participants were financially rewarded (£9/h)
and could withdraw from the study at any time. Participants
on Prolific are comfortable answering questions in English
and show no signs of reporting a high number of invalid
questions, as opposed to, e.g., MTurk. Furthermore, partici-
pants on Prolific are more diverse in terms of the male/female
ratio compared to other sampling platforms [19]. To ensure
a high data quality and a correct pre-screening, participants
need to verify their identity and are required to answer a
set of questions on their Prolific profile before they are able
to take part in any surveys. Thereby, we were able to pre-
select participants based on previous programming experience.
Moreover, Prolific has fewer bots compared to MTurk [45].

IV. RESULTS

A. Stack Overflow analysis

As seen in Tab I, manual search for k-anonymity, Dif-
ferential Privacy (DP), Homomorphic Encryption (HE), and
Secure Multi-party Computation (SMPC), resulted in very
small corpora. HE was the largest corpus followed by DP and
k-anonymity. SMPC is the least discussed.

When comparing the two most prominent Privacy-
preserving Computation (PPC) methods DP and HE, we
observe that even if the total number of HE posts exceeds DP
posts, in recent years, interest in DP surpassed HE (see Fig. 1).
One reason is the rising number of available DP libraries since
2019. Another one is that most younger questions are Machine
Learning (ML)-related and ask about Tensor Flow Federated
in particular. Based on this high-level analysis, we hence learn
that PPC methods are not discussed to a large degree and can
therefore assume that they are not widely used. We further
leverage the resulting questions and responses published in
SO for the interpretation of the results obtained with our
questionnaire in Sec. IV-G.

Developers do not discuss PPC methods a lot on SO.
Interest in DP increased in recent years and overtook
HE, mainly due to discussions about ML and Tensor
Flow Federated.
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Fig. 1: Interest in DP surpassed HE in 2020.

B. Questionnaire

We have obtained quantitative results primarily by ask-
ing the participants’ agreement to certain statements using
a 5-point Likert scale (1=“Strongly disagree”, 5=“Strongly
agree”). We analyze the quantitative results using descriptive
statistics. Due to the non-normality or our data, we explore
correlations between the independent and dependent variables
using Kruskal Wallis and Wilcoxon rank sum (for binary
variables). We test correlations between dependent variables
using Spearman’s rho [16]. The qualitative results are analyzed
using inductive coding by two researchers independently [11]
(see Sec. IV-G) and statements are compared to the questions
and answers obtained in our SO study detailed in Sec. IV-A.

1) Participants: We have received 433 complete responses
and excluded 26 participants who contradicted themselves
in their answers, by indicating a strong agreement to state-
ments (1) anonymization is enough to protect privacy and (2)
anonymization is not enough. That leaves 407 participants for
our analysis. The average completion time was 12 minutes.
Even though most participants were European (67%), the
single largest contributing country in our sample was South
Africa (21%). Participants who indicated that they taught
themselves how to program predominantly also indicated that
they work in ML (52% vs. 48% for the total sample) and
Internet-of-Things (IoT) (56% vs. 55% total). Tab. II shows
the diversity of our sample.

a) Processing of personal data: A majority of 81% said
that they process at least some personal data and of those, 90%
incorporate data-protection techniques. Of those that employ
at least one privacy-preserving technique, most use encryption
(85%), followed by anonymization (56%), and data pertur-
bation (14%, multiple selections possible). Moreover, 80%
of participants who indicated that they use anonymization,
also indicated that they apply encryption. Likewise, 83% of
participants using data perturbation also utilize encryption
(see Sec. IV-C). As expected, there exists a correlation be-
tween company size and reported inclusion of data-protection
techniques (Spearman’s rho, R = .152, p = .006). For
example, 96% working in a company with more than 1,000
employees include data-protection techniques, whereas it is
only 78% of those working in smaller companies of nine
employees or less. Furthermore, 72% indicated that they are
at least partly responsible for incorporating data-protection
measures. Participants indicated that dedicated security teams



Participant characteristics
Male 72%Gender Female 28%
Europe 73%
Africa 23%
Americas 2%
Asia 1%

Region of residence

Oceania 1%
18-24 22%
25-34 49%
35-44 19%
45-54 7%

Age

55+ 3%
Apprenticeship 2%
School 7%
Self-taught 22%
Training/On the job 16%

Programming education

College/University 53%
<10 10%
10-100 36%
101-1000 29%Company size

>1000 23%
1-2 23%

Programming experience 3-5 46%
in years 6-10 17%

>10 14%

TABLE II: Participant characteristics show our diverse sample.

(29%), teammates (23%), or their supervisors (21%) are (also)
responsible for data protection.

b) Privacy education: A minority (34%) indicated that
they received privacy education, PbD training, etc., which
confirms a previous study on the lack of security focus
of developers recruited via Prolific [19], since security and
privacy are intertwined topics. Among them, 54% reported
that they visited privacy-related courses on their own ini-
tiative, 47% said that privacy engineering was part of their
programming education, and 44% said that their employer of-
fered privacy-related education (multiple selections possible).
We observe no significant correlation between company size
and privacy training offered by the employer. Programming
education correlates significantly with privacy education. That
means, participants who learned to program on the job or
in college/university reported significantly more often to have
received privacy education (H(4) = 18.38, p = .001) with self-
taught developers being the least likely. Participants’ gender
significantly correlates with having participated in at least one
privacy training (H(1) = 5.84, p = .016) and having visited it
on their own initiative (H(1) = 5.58, p = .018), with women
reporting a higher agreement on both statements.

To gauge privacy attitudes and company requirements,
we have asked our participants’ agreement with the three
privacy-attitude statements: (1) I need proof of privacy-related
training for my job (Proof), (2) I am interested in privacy
engineering (Interest), and (3) privacy is a priority in my
projects (Priority). Developers working in IoT or ML reported
a significantly higher agreement to all three statements (see
Tab. III). Company size neither significantly correlates with
our participants’ privacy attitudes nor with the requirement of
proof of privacy training. Most (90%) agree that there is a lack
of privacy education in programming education. Consequently,
80% wish they had received more privacy training.

Proof Interest Priority
Total M 3.3 3.8 3.7

M 3.6 4.0 3.8
H(1) 12.00 8.30 8.31IoT
p < .001 .004 .004
M 3.6 4.0 3.9
H(1) 15.21 11.02 20.81ML
p < .001 < .001 < .001

TABLE III: Mean agreement (M) with the three privacy-
attitude statements. Differences are significant for developers
working in IoT or ML.

c) Troubleshooting: For privacy-related questions, 89%
indicated that they search online (82% search engines, 52%
SO, 32% Reddit), 53% consult colleagues, 30% ask their legal
department, and 16% ask friends.

Most participants process personal data and also safe-
guard them using predominantly encryption. Developers
who work with IoT and ML report a higher interest in
privacy. Almost all participants (90%) agree that there is
a lack of privacy education in programming curricula.

C. Experience with privacy-preserving methods

Experience rating of the methods anonymization, encryp-
tion, and perturbation was done by indicating agreement with
the statements: (1) it was easy to find solutions (EasyFind),
(2) it was easy to choose the best fitting solution amongst them
(EasyChoose), (3) the data protection technique negatively
influences the data’s usability (NegImpact), (4) performing
anonymization/encryption/data perturbation is enough to en-
sure privacy (Enough), (5) it is easy to process data which
has been anonymized/encrypted/perturbed (EasyProc), and (6)
there are other measures necessary to protect users’ privacy
(OtherNec) (see Fig. 2). Data perturbation was the easiest to
find (M=3.8, SD=1.0) and choose (M=3.7, SD=1.1) amongst
the three methods. This was expected, as there exist more
anonymization and encryption methods which makes choosing
and finding appropriate solutions harder. Moreover, partici-
pants, who perform data perturbation, agree the least that this
method is enough to protect an individual’s privacy (M=3.2,
SD=1.2) and consequently report the highest agreement re-
garding the question whether other measures are necessary
(M=3.8, SD=1.2). Participants, who use encryption, report the
highest negative impact on the data’s utility (M=3.7, SD=1.2).

Most developers who use data perturbation indicate that
it is not enough to protect privacy; however it is the
easiest method to find and choose. Encrypting data has
the most negative effect on its usability.

D. Experience with PPC methods

We have asked our participants to rate their experience
with each of the four PPC methods k-anonymity, DP, HE,
and SMPC. Participants indicated their familiarity on a scale
ranging from 1 =“I have never heard of it” to 4 =“I know it
and have already used it”. Against our expectations, 25% of
our participants (across all regions) indicated to have used HE.
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Fig. 3: Understandability rates are similar for all PPC methods
(group NEW 1=“Strongly disagree”, 5=“Strongly agree”).

We hence must be careful when drawing conclusions from our
findings regarding PPC experience. Our study hence especially
focuses on identifying perceived obstacles for developers with
very little or no experience with PPC methods, i.e., participants
who indicated that they have only heard or never heard of a
particular PPC method (28% k-anonymity, 23% DP, 31% HE,
and 32% SMPC). We denote these participants as NEW.

E. Perceived understandability of PPC methods

NEW participants were shown an explanation of the PPC
methods, which we have adapted and shortened (to avoid
fatigue) from existing descriptions in scientific papers, text-
books, and publicly available lectures (k-anonymity [37],
DP [51], HE [4], and SMPC [10]). Participants then rated the
understandability of the description. The distributions are all
left skewed, which indicates a good understandability (Fig. 3).
There were no significant differences between developers who
had visited a privacy training and those who had not.

F. Perceived suitability of PPC methods

Next, NEW participants were asked about their perception
of the PPC method’s usability: (1) It would make the data in
the project I am currently working on unusable, (2) it seems
easy to implement, (3) it contributes in improving the users’
privacy, (4) I think that it could be applied in my current
project, and (5) I think that it could be applicable in future
projects. As expected, participants reported the highest concern
about data’s usability when DP is applied (M=3.3, SD=1.2).

Surprisingly though, our participants rated k-anonymity as
being the hardest to implement (M=3.7, SD=1), even though
it is arguably the easiest in practice. This can be due to our
explanations, which might have simplified DP, HE, or SMPC.
Generally, privacy improvements are expected of all methods.
Also, comparing perceived applicability in current projects to
future projects shows a significant increase in all PPC methods
(p < .001). The mean agreement increases by 0.5 which
suggests that the presented methods might be suitable for more
developers than are currently using them.

Developers who never used DP are suspicious about the
data’s utility after perturbation; however they believe that
all PPC methods improve privacy and that they could be
applied in future projects.

G. Reasons for rejecting the PPC methods

Participants, who indicated that they would not use a certain
technique for current or future projects, were asked to provide
a reason. Due to the novelty of our question, we have used
inductive coding on those answers. Two researchers coded the
answers independently from each other. Differences between
coders revolved mainly around the number of topics. Once
this was settled, inter-coder agreement was substantial [24]
(Cohen’s kappa 0.65). The remaining differences were dis-
cussed and resolved. The resulting themes are presented in
the following. We further refine our results by providing
examples from questions or answers based on our SO analysis.
Statements from SO are highlighted with italic font.

• Requirement of accurate data: k-anonymity (67%), DP
(52%), and SMPC (13%) fall into this category. In our
questionnaire, statements include “We need the real data.”
[P312] and “[n]oise would be extremely detrimental for
the project” [P36]. This can be confirmed by issues faced
by developers on SO, stating that the data’s utility “suffers
greatly for low values of epsilon” [DPQ9], and is only
given if you have “copious amounts of data” [DPA8].
Both statements are limitations of DP: a higher focus on
privacy comes at the expense of the data’s utility, hence,
DP is only applicable if a lot of data is available.

• Not secure enough: k-anonymity (12%) and DP (5%)
answers in our questionnaire indicate that “it may fail to
protect against attribute disclosure” [P364] and that they
are “[...] afraid of homogeneity attack” [P103]. The still
existing problem of re-identification after k-anonymity is
applied is also recognized by at least two SO users in
the obtained corpus. [kAnonA2] states that “that’s not
enough, because all k people identified by a distinct set
of the different fields might be associated with the same
value”, while [kAnonA4] indicates that “you might still
be able to identify a data subject indirectly through other
information about them”.

• Overkill: k-anonymity (7%) and SMPC (11%) answers
state that ‘[t]he effort required to do [k-anonymity] would
probably not be worth it” [P401] or that “[a] method



like this one would be overkill” [P101]. Answers rec-
ommending SMPC in SO show various ways SMPC
could be used, ranging from verifying that two secrets are
the same [SMPCA1] to applications in conjunction with
blockchain [SMPCA2]. Additional suggestions are secure
ways to exchange [SMPCA4] or compare [SMPCA6]
e-mail addresses or encrypting ML models [SMPCA7].
These examples highlight the ways in which SMPC could
be used, which was not clear to our participants. The
reason might be SMPC’s perceived limited usability.

• Utility: This theme appeared in DP (28%). Developers
are afraid that ”[t]oo much noise could ruin a project,
too little noise would make no sense to data protection”
[P208] and regarding ML: “the data are altered and
prevent the algorithm from learning correctly” [P72].
These concerns are valid, since DP leads to decreased
data utility. Moreover, at least one developer on SO has
the problem that presumably due to misconfiguration
“at some turning point, the privacy decreases and the
accuracy decreases too” [DPQ4]. However, DP can also
increase accuracy in the general ML model, since “some-
times the noise added [...] can help improve the accuracy
a bit by helping prevent overfitting” [DPA29].

• Too complex: DP (5%), HE (30%), and SMPC (24%)
answers appear in this theme. Participants admit that they
“[...] do not fully understand [DP]” [P163] and “[...] have
yet to learn more about it in order to be able to properly
apply [HE]” [P367]. HE’s perceived complexity is also
apparent when looking at the questions regarding HE on
SO, as one author wrote: “I have only basic knowledge
in crypto, so I would like [to] use [HE] as black box as
much as possible without putting to much effort in the
mathematics behind it” [HEQ11]

• Efficiency: Participants questioning HE’s (30%) or
SMPC’s (13%) efficiency state “[HE] might potentially
slow down the entire project” [P218] and “[SMPC] would
take too long to implement [...]” [P362]. Comparing to
SO, our participants correctly estimate the poor perfor-
mance of HE in practice; one developer on SO wonders
if its performance is “the upper limit of the calculation
speed of homomorphic encryption?” [HEQ20].

• Not compatible: Finally, all PPC methods (k-anonymity
14%, DP 15%, HE 13%, and SMPC 11%) are perceived
to not be compatible with current or future projects,
saying that “[t]here are already rules that are applied in
the project that contradicts the K-anonymity” [P106] and
“[t]he data used are already anonymized [...]” [P18].

DP and k-anonymity are primarily rejected because
accurate data is needed; also, these methods are
perceived as insecure. HE and SMPC are rejected
due to perceived complexity and inefficiency.

H. Research questions

1) RQ1: What are developers’ previous experiences with
anonymization, encryption, and data perturbation? (1)

Participants who perform anonymization have the hardest
time to find and choose an appropriate solution, (2) data
perturbation methods are the easiest to find and choose,
(3) participants who encrypt data report the highest utility
concerns, and (4) data perturbation is not widely used;
however, those who do use it are generally satisfied with
the results even though they indicate that additional mea-
sures are necessary. Issues regarding anonymization could
be mitigated by increasing awareness about methods such
as k-anonymity, as well as promoting usable libraries. In-
terest in privacy-preserving ML will presumably increase
in the near future. This means that educators should
incorporate DP within their programming curricula.
2) RQ2: Which factors impact developers’ privacy at-
titudes and education? In our sample, company size
neither significantly influences privacy-education require-
ments nor privacy training opportunities offered by the
employer. Women visited privacy courses more often than
men, so gender is a significant factor. Also, participants
who learned to program in a structured environment
report to a higher degree that they have received privacy
education. Finally, working in IoT and ML correlates with
interest in and requirement of privacy education. With
the increase in privacy-awareness in the general public,
software companies should offer privacy-related training
on the job to their programmers. This way, trust in their
software products can be increased.
3) RQ3: What issues do developers perceive regarding
the implementation of PPC methods? Our participants
primarily worry about the data’s utility and the efficiency
of the PPC methods. Most of the concerns are validated
by comparing them with issues on SO. However, it is not
always clear whether accurate data is really needed. As
data minimization is one of the principles of the GDPR,
developers and data scientists should continuously ask
themselves if a certain data field is really necessary or
whether it can be excluded in order to increase the data
subjects’ privacy.
4) RQ4: Does raising the inexperienced developers’
awareness of certain PPC methods influence the willing-
ness to use them in future? Increasing the awareness about
PPC methods increases the willingness for future usage
significantly, which is in line with previous research on
non-PPC techniques [1].

V. DISCUSSION

A. Developers and privacy engineering

Unsurprisingly, only a minority (34%) received any kind of
privacy education. Consequently, most participants indicated
that privacy education should be increased. These results are in
line with previous research [29] and a possible source of non-
privacy-preserving software practices. We observed no signifi-
cant differences between IoT-developers, ML-developers, and
the rest. Privacy education is more common when developers
learned to program on the job or at college/university. Next to



search engines, developers refer to SO, which validates pre-
vious approaches of analyzing SO to understand developers’
privacy issues [9]. Our participants generally do not agree
that applying only one data protection technique is enough
to protect privacy; however, some participants indicated that
applying advanced privacy methods is “not necessary”. Most
participants apply data-protection methods and the rate in-
creases with increasing company size, which confirms pre-
vious research [8]. One of the factors influencing method-
ology acceptance is understanding [32]. Teaching developers
about these techniques can therefore positively influence future
usage. However, organizational climate and external support
are also factors in technology adoption, hence, organizations
could enforce PPC methods’ usage. Also, tools that support
the implementation of PPC methods should be developed.

B. Experience with data protection methods

Most of our participants used encryption, which is unex-
pected, as previous research suggests that anonymization is
more common [25], [36]. It was also indicated that perturbed
data is easy to process and there is no negative impact on
data utility, suggesting that developers who perform data
perturbation are satisfied with the results and that raising
awareness would positively impact the privacy guarantee of
future projects. However, participants who perturb data also
agree that further measures are necessary to protect personal
data. Participants report the biggest issues with finding and
choosing solutions to anonymize data. Raising awareness as
well as providing accessible libraries to perform, e.g., k-
anonymity would mitigate developers’ problems in this regard.

C. Awareness of and experience with PPC methods

Reasons for not using k-anonymity and DP focus mainly on
the limited data accuracy, which is problematic if you need
exact data. Another reason is that both methods might not
be secure enough. It is unclear whether developers actually
need accurate data or whether they just prefer it. Either
way, k-anonymity or DP cannot be applied in this case, as
you always lose precision when applying data perturbation
or anonymization. HE and SMPC are mainly rejected due
to their complexity or because participants do not feel the
need to use them. Performance and maturity issues are also
mentioned. This underscores the point that PPC methods
should be included in programming curricula.

D. Limitations

Choosing a panel provider ensures a high turnout rate and
avoids biases introduced by the authors. Like all questionnaire-
based studies, the results are however based on self-reported
data. As a result, they should be completed with additional
qualitative studies in future work. Validating self-reported
experience with programming tasks could improve external
validity. However, they would increase the time needed to
complete questionnaire which could lead to fatigue and with
recent advancements in AI, they can be solved by laypeople.
Finally, while we did our best to ensure a concise and unbiased

representation of the PPC methods’ explanation, their respec-
tive framing might influence our participants’ understanding
and therefore the suitability rating.

VI. CONCLUSION

Understanding ways to make Privacy-preserving Compu-
tation (PPC) methods more usable for developers is key to
privacy-preserving software engineering. The gap between
privacy-engineering research and its application is wide and
our study contributes in closing it. Our findings suggest that
(1) teaching developers about PPC methods increases their
willingness to use them in the future and (2) privacy is still an
afterthought in programming education. Future work should
focus on raising developers’ awareness of and experience
with PPC methods to ensure privacy-preserving software de-
velopment. This can be done, e.g., by incorporating privacy
training beyond encryption and anonymization into program-
ming curricula. Moreover, companies that employ developers
should provide opportunities for continuous privacy education.
Furthermore, research should focus on building usable tools
which aid developers in implementing privacy. These tools
could be tailored, e.g., to the field of Internet-of-Things [23],
but should focus on the implementation instead of a high level
guidance. Developers benefit from PPC experience as, e.g., DP
can be applied to Machine Learning (ML) applications. The
correlation between working in ML and experience with DP
and the trend on Stack Overflow show that ML developers are
already incorporating DP into their projects. This suggests that
DP is useful to ML developers. Currently, implementations of
HE and SMPC lack in performance, but, technical advances
suggest that these concepts will become valid which would
also increase developers’ experience with them.
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